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Abstract
Background
Diagnoses are crucial assets of clinical work and provide the foundation for
treatment and follow up. Medical diagnoses are found by lookup in alphanumeric
classifications such as ICPC-2 and ICD-10. Diagnoses should be informative and
customized to the patient’s problem.

Medical diagnosis are proper names such as Addison syndrome and rigid
descriptions like Bacterial endocarditis and Myalgic encephalopathy (ME). Bacterial
endocarditis has a biological reference but Myalgic encephalopathy does not since
algic and encephalopathy are heterogenous propositional attitudes. Likewise,
diagnoses containing signs are propositional attitudes expressed by physicians.
Propositional attitudes have no truth value and cannot be used as impartial
diagnoses. Rigid and informal expressions can hide aspects of meaning and lend
invalid arguments intuitive credibility. These problems cannot be overcome because
the patients’ and physicians’ statements may well be normative. However, they can
be minimized in two ways. First, by making hidden meanings explicit and exclude
symptoms and signs from diagnoses. Second, by securing the reference(s) of
diagnoses.

Results
The formula d:=e&o&p concatenates three variables e, o and p that are assigned
terms that refer to a name of an etiological agent e, disorder o and pathogenetic
mechanism p. The sign := assigns the character strings to a diagnosis d. An
example is e:=’Staphylococcus aureus ‘, o:=’endocard’, p:=’it is’ that generates the
diagnosis

d=’Staphylococcus

aureus

endocarditis’.

The

formula

generates

diagnoses with appropriate morphology and syntax. Diagnoses formed this way are
shown to comply with diagnoses from clinical practice. With certain extensions the
formula generates complete, systematic medical diagnoses that are applicable to all
medical specialties. The formula is extensible and versatile. It scales well with the
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developments in clinical medicine, systems biology, molecular biology and
microbiology.

The diagnosis generating formula d:=e&o&p requires meticulous analysis of the
components of diagnoses plus the introduction of appropriate terms, variables and
terms. Terms partition on established clinical categories and adhere to established
clinical nomenclature. Diagnoses and parts of diagnoses are terms. The syntax
creates a universal diagnosis language.

Conclusions
The present study concerns a universal diagnosis syntax (UDS) that generates
diagnoses using the formula d:=e&o&p with several extensions described in the
study. The formula is easy to learn and covers diagnoses in all medical specialties.
The present work succeeded in creating diagnoses from the formula. The
fundamental insight is that no matter how complicated a diagnosis is it can be
generated by a systematic process, which adds terms one by one. UDS may have
implications for medical education and classifications. The formula lays a foundation
for systematic and structured clinical decision-making. Formulas are hallmarks of
hard science. So, d:=e&o&p anticipates a scientific clinical revolution.

Background
The introduction embraces health personnel that are not acquainted with linguistics
or informatics. Use and mention of terms are distinguished typographically. Use:
Lungs are in the chest. Mention: Lungs consists of five letters. Terms mentioned in
formula are embraced by single brackets. Thus, in a formula lung is converted to
‘lung’. Also, Lungs is a string of characters in the domains a-z,A-Z.

Current medical diagnoses are a blend of names of diseases, disorders, syndromes
and clinical findings. The names of diseases, disorders and syndromes consist of
proper names and rigid descriptions of clinical entities. Proper names such as
schizophrenia and mononucleosis are invented and Conn syndrome and
Hirschprung’s disease are surnames. Such diagnoses cannot be constructed from
morphemes that refer to the etiology, disorder or pathogenetic mechanisms. For this
reason, proper names do not count as diagnoses in the present sense of the word.
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Systematic diagnoses such as bacterial sinusitis, E. coli cystitis and myocardial
infarction are considered to be rigid (definite) descriptions (Gamut 1991a). All these
diagnoses refer to an etiology, one or more disorders and/or pathogenetic
mechanisms. In this work, only rigid descriptions count as medical diagnoses. We
also require a rather stringent but informal syntax that underlies informal systematic
diagnoses such as Acute Neisseria meningitidis meningitis, bacterial tonsillitis,
Streptococcal tonsillitis, chemical alveolitis, hereditary spherocytosis and idiopathic
pulmonary fibrosis that are obtained from standard medical textbooks and
classifications.
-cells are found in the pancreas and pituitary gland. The same name is
encountered in several diagnoses. The morpheme itis may point to inflammation,
infections, allergies and autoimmune reactions. This study aims to resolve
ambiguities that arise from different meanings of terms in different contexts.

The history of medicine tells a long tale of misnomers, for example the obsolete
diagnosis pachymeningitis hemorrhagica interna (Jones 1972). The diagnoses
hysteria and neurasthenia were common about a century ago but are rarely used
today. Medicine has the capacity of clearing away misnomers, but some still remain.
Furthermore, diagnostic terms demand a clear morphology. For example, the term
itiscys is an incomprehensible misnomer, whereas cystitis is a well-formed
expression that physicians immediately understand. The diagnoses generated in
this study disallows misnomers.

Clinical findings (symptoms, signs and supplementary investigations) are part of
arguments used in clinical decision-making (CDM) to select and create diagnosis.
For example, dysphagia and dyspepsia refer to unclear collections of clinical
findings. The present work separates arguments from diagnostic conclusions
(diagnoses) and does not allow collections of clinical findings as diagnoses. By
doing this we can rid diagnoses of misnomers caused by mixing etiology, disorder
and pathogenetic mechanisms with clinical findings.
At least 47 distinct ways for expressing myocardial infarction appear in clinical notes
(Curé 2015). Because of the variety of such diagnoses they deserve the label
natural medical language. This article concerns the development of a universal
diagnosis syntax (UDS) that standardizes diagnoses and assigns only one
composite form to each diagnosis.
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Logic, mathematics and chemistry have profited from symbolic notations (Kenny
2000:13). Morphology and syntax fall within the domains of linguistics, logic, the
philosophy of language and informatics (Robins 1997:32-3, Gamut 1991a, Gamut
1991b, Miller 2004, Jurafsky 2000). An appropriate syntax for a formal language
requires a vocabulary and a set of rules (Miller 2004:6-7). Transformationalgenerative grammars have proved useful for language production (Chomsky 1972,
Chomsky 1986, Gamut 1991a:21). Generative grammar evolved into formal
language theory (FLT), which has a wide range of applications (Fitch 2012). But no
such symbol system is available to clinical medicine. This study introduces symbols
and a formula that generates systematic medical diagnoses.
Widely used medical classifications such as the 10th International Classification of
Diseases (ICD-10) (ICD 2015) and the 2nd International Classification of Primary
Care (ICPC-2) (ICPC 2015) essentially list of proper names and rigid descriptions of
diagnoses. They are used in Electronic Patient Records (EPR) to select diagnoses
and their associated codes. Any such classification lack important diagnoses. The
lists last for some years. Extending and revising them is difficult and timeconsuming, and backwards compatibility remains a serious problem.

Static classifications seem to be unsuited for the changing world of CDM.
Combinatorial classifications such as the Systematic NOmenclature in MEDicine
(SNOMED) may overcome these problems (SNOMED 2018). They account for
novel diseases and syndromes simply by adding new elements to existing lists and
allow new elements to combine with existing elements. However, SNOMED is
secluded from the public and the classification lacks an underlying clinical model.
Since SNOMED’s syntax has no semantics the classification cannot be validated.

Medical terminologies have advanced significantly in the last years (Cimino 2006),
but how to reduce the variety of disease definitions remains an important unsolved
problem (Boorse 1997, Hofmann 2010). Lack of an agreed infrastructure for
terminology is identified as one of the major barriers to information interchange and
integrate EPR with medical knowledge bases.

The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) is an advanced effort towards the
integration of biomedical terminologies (Humphreys 1993, McCray 1993). The
Semantic Network, a component of the UMLS, is a structured description of core
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biomedical knowledge consisting of well-defined semantic types and relationships
between them (Kashyap 2003). However, the UMLS Semantic Network manifests
structural problems (Smith 2004) and can be further optimized (Frankewitsch 2004).
In addition, UMLS does not provide sufficient logic-based structures (Zhang 2004).
Concept-oriented and logic-based approaches are beneficial for creating categorical
terminological structures.
The Generalized Architecture for Language Encyclopaedias and Nomenclatures in
Medicine (GALEN) and UMLS are large thesauri (Zhang 2004). One aim of these
projects is to bridge the gap between different terminology systems using a
conceptual model and mapping facilities to natural language expressions and coding
schemas (Carlsson 1996, Kashyap 2003, Rector 2003).

The GALEN project aims to bridge the gap between different terminology systems
through a terminology server, which contains a conceptual model and mapping
facilities to natural language expressions and coding schemas (Carlsson 1996,
Rector 2003). Several projects have been launched to converge clinical
terminologies towards a grand unified system (Rogers 1998, Spackman 1998). The
complexity and high number of medical and health terminologies lead more recent
projects to limit their attack on man-machine and machine-machine interoperability
to limited domains (Boscá 2015, Ceusters 2015, Komenda 2015, Marc 2015,
Seitinger 2016). Despite ongoing work toward shared data formats and linked
identifiers, significant problems persist in semantic data integration across
heterogeneous biomedical data sources (Livingston 2015). It remains difficult to
establish shared identity and shared meaning.

A formal language is characterized by its vocabulary and syntax (Gamut 1991a:26).
The vocabulary consists of three basic expressions: logical terms, logical variables,
and auxiliary signs such as brackets. There is also a set of rules which show how
expressions can be combined to make new expressions. The meaning of
expressions is determined by Frege’s principle of compositionality: the meaning of a
composite expression is wholly determined by the meanings of its component parts
and the syntactic rule by which it was formed (Kenny 2000, Gamut 1991a). There
are opponents to this view (Popper 2011:219-37) but for diagnoses we adhere to
Frege’s principle.
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Systematic diagnoses can be decomposed into their component parts (Rasmussen
1994). For example, bacterial conjunctivitis can be parsed into the etiology bacteria,
the body part conjunctiva and the pathogenesis are given by itis. Finally, a flexible
combinatorial classification, which was based on the same components was
implemented in the early days of EPR in Norway (Bassøe 1983) and worked
according to purpose in another EPR (Bassøe 1986, Bassøe 1988).

We tried a dynamic approach that lets physicians write ordinary textbook diagnoses
into diagnosis fields in an EPR (Botsis 2010). The diagnoses were some years later
associated with an ICPC-2 code. Also, physicians could change the diagnosis
named associated with a code when the name was inappropriate. That this option
was used shows the advantage of being able to change diagnoses.

Various clinical specialties use the same diagnoses and operate within the domains
etiology, disorders and pathogenesis. This indicates that all specialties maybe
based on a common formula for generating diagnoses.

This study aims to based UDS on a formula and clinically meaningful terms. The
assignment of strings to variables is purely syntactic and the strings do not embody
meaning by themselves (Fitch 2012). The variables of the formula are instantiated
with names of concepts that are derived from an empirical clinical model (Bassøe
2007, Bassøe 2019, Bassøe 2019a). The relationship between the present syntax
and its semantics is investigated separately (Bassøe 2019e).
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